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Does today’s irrelevance of painting have something to do with the fact that it is a static art form? As 

Robert Hughes said when speaking of the ridiculous rise in prices at art auctions, a bestseller picture 

can be a bit of disappointment for the viewer who has previously been bombarded with news about its 

multimillion-dollar sale. As opposed to cinema, where the investment of large amounts of money has a 

visible effect on special effects (if not necessarily, however, on its artistic value), a painting offers very 

little to those who expect the millions of dollars to magically grant it some kind of quality that will 

distinguish it from the rest: the most expensive Gauguin is, in material terms, worth the same as the 

most reactionary academic painting. Perhaps this frustration will make spectators flee the exhibition 

halls. 

 

However, when we see that people still massively queue up at exhibitions, as I have been able to 

witness this morning at a famous Madrid museum, one wonders what exactly are the facts that sustain 

some people’s conviction of painting’s obsolescence. I suspect that the success of such a thesis is more 

than partly due with the usual immediate credibility given to fatalist predictions. Why are the voices of 

those who foresee catastrophes and expiry dates nearly always heard more clearly, why do we listen 

to them with the revered respect anciently conceded to shamans? It does not matter if the death of 

painting is one of the most repeated clichés in the art world; if this theory still lives on it is purely 

because it is not based on a confrontation with the real world. 

 

Like every intellectual trend, the attitude of ‘painting is exhausted’, ‘painting is a thing of the past’, 

‘painting has been surpassed’, etc. reveals, above all, intellectual laziness. Painting will cease to be 

relevant when there ceases to be painters, good ones at least. Despite the now relatively long lives of 

art forms that are apparently better adapted to modern sensibility, like photography and film, the 

truth is that there has never ceased to be very worthy practitioners of that waste of time we call 

painting. After the full expansion of photography and cinema there has been Willem De Kooning, 

Antonio Saura, Lucian Freud, there is still Miquel Barceló: not bad credentials for an art form that has 

given up on itself and is ready to die. 

 

In short, the theory would go something like this: painting is no longer interesting because its unique 

and static nature has become obsolete in a world that is infinitely reproducible and is in ceaseless 

movement. But there is at least another counter-argument: that painting’s stillness is false. The 
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painters who at the end of the 1940s began to shape what would later be called Abstract 

Expressionism insisted on the notion of painting as an act, as an event; that is why it was also called 

‘action painting.’ When one faces a large picture by Jackson Pollock and looks at it, really looks at it, 

one sees not only a result but also a process. We follow the comings and goings of those trails of black, 

red and yellow with our eyes and can imagine Pollock walking on his canvas laid on the ground, letting 

the paint drip on its surface. In Franz Kline or in De Kooning we see the force with which the 

paintbrush, guided by the whole arm, drew a line on the canvas, an instant effort frozen in time and 

yet still alive. 

 

This paradox had already been described by Paul Klee thirty years earlier. ‘All becoming is based on 

movement,’ he wrote in 1920. With this he was refuting the classical categorisation of the arts 

established by the German philosopher Gottold Ephraim Lessing in the 18th century. In his Laocoon, a 

keystone in the history of art theory, Lessing made a distinction between temporal arts (music, for 

example) and spatial arts (painting and sculpture). Klee denies such a distinction, stating that space is 

in itself a temporal concept: ‘Does a picture come into being all at once? No, it is built up piece by 

piece, the same as a house.’ And he continues: ‘And what of the beholder: does he finish with a work 

all at once? (Often yes, unfortunately.)’ 

 

The temporality implicit in all work of creation was visibly put forwards by the Abstract Expressionists, 

who, at the same time, were inspired by the art of the Far East. Chinese and Japanese calligraphy also 

feeds on the importance of the process as an essential part artistic invention. Traditional Asian 

calligraphy was not, as in Europe, a mere means of communication: it was also an aesthetic expression 

in its own right. The same as a Fine Arts student in the West, the good calligrapher was formed with 

work and dedication. The calligrapher’s speed in drawing characters is directly proportional to the 

years of study and practice. Equally so, what seems an arbitrary distribution of coloured forms by the 

mature abstract painter is a result of many years of visual and technical training. 

 

Oriental art is far from having exhausted its influence in the West, of which the Spanish painter Nico 

Munuera (Lorca, 1974) is a good example. Taking Japanese painting as a reference, he sets out to paint 

pictures in a state of mind that is exact midway between reason and unconsciousness. His abstract 

compositions quickly arouse half-recognitions. They are nearly landscapes, nearly maps, nearly 

stratigraphies. The concentrated observation of nature by Munuera is not translated into a copy of it 

but into the trace it leaves upon his memory, a visibly dynamic trace that finds expression in pure 

colours that he arranges on the paper or the canvas with the same light monotony of the waves that 

come and go on the shore of a beach. Nico Munuera’s are not specific landscapes but rather an idea of 

landscape itself, something along the lines of Rothko’s colour fields: an insinuation, not a verification. 

 

Art lives on the limits of the concrete and the abstract, of the tangible and that which vanishes 

between one’s fingers. Art is something that is permanently on the tip of our tongues. Any aesthetic 

expression, from music to photography, from film to novels, comes into being when there is no better 

way to say something. They all have their scope of action, painting too. As long as humans feel the 

need to express through images that which they cannot understand, or only partly do, we will continue 

painting. 

 

Nico Munuera. Inside Color. La Caja Negra Galería. Fernando VI, 17, 2º Izquierda. Madrid. La isla de 

Boneless. Galería Max Estrella. Santo Tomé 6, patio. Madrid. Both run through 16 January 2016. 
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Left: Inside Rimpa 4 (2015); right: Boneless II (2015), both by Nico Munuera. 


